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PARIS: To check the beehives he has set up
on the roof of the sprawling Monnaie de Paris
on the banks of the River Seine, Audric de
Campeau slips on a harness over tan-colored
trousers. The beekeeper then hooks his leg
harness to a metal cable anchored to the
roof’s edge, running the length of the entire
structure. “It’s not dangerous, but my insur-
ance insists on it,” he says. Elegantly dressed in
a tweed jacket, pink shirt and straw hat cus-
tomized with a protective net, he steps care-
fully between the rafters to reach the three
beehives he set on the flat side of the roof.

From there, the 34-year-old will head to
the roof of the neighboring Institut de
France, another historic building with a
majestic domed centre. He will don the
same leg harness on the rooftop of the
Boucheron fine jewelry boutique overlook-
ing the Place Vendome square, on the other
side of the Seine, before making his way to
his three beehives. In the distance, the Eiffel
Tower rises far above the slanted Parisian
rooftops.

“I’m lucky, my office is in the sky,” he says,
smiling, adding that he does have “to climb a
lot of stairs”. De Campeau is an urban bee-
keeper, and his beehives sit atop monu-
ments and office buildings and on rooftop
terraces. The French capital boasts more
than 700 beehives, according to 2015 fig-

ures, most located on rooftops such as those
of the haute cuisine Tour d’Argent restau-
rant, the Grand Palais and the Musee
d’Orsay. More and more companies, includ-
ing AFP, are also adding beehives to the tops
of their office buildings. Beehives have long
sat on the roof of the Paris Opera, and the
Luxembourg Gardens has had beehives
since 1856.

Worrying bee decline 
Urban rooftops are one of the ways the

city is fighting against the “worrying” decline
in the bee population, a trend France recog-
nized early on despite its elevated use of
pesticides. The country is one of Europe’s
leading users of pesticides. The more pesti-
cides are used, the more pests develop
resistance to them, which leads to even
more intensive use of pesticides. Bees
around the world-especially in Europe and
North America-have been decimated in
recent years by a mysterious blight called
“colony collapse disorder”, in which entire
populations disappear or die out.

Research has pointed an accusing finger
at agricultural pesticides, viruses, fungi, para-
sites, poor weather, malnutrition because of
fewer flowers-or some combination of the
above. According to the EU economic and
social advisory committee (EESC), “nearly

half of wild bee species have disappeared in
just 30 years”. But more than just the survival
of the bees is at stake. Scientists have calcu-
lated that 1.4 billion jobs, and three-quarters
of crops, depend on pollinators, mainly bees.
All told, there are some 20,000 bee species
that fertilize more than 90 percent of the
world’s 107 major crops.

At the same time, the United Nations
estimates that 40 percent of invertebrate
pollinators-mostly bees and butterflies-are
at risk of extinction. In an effort to defend
the bee, the northern French city of Lille
began providing pesticide-free environ-
ments in 2007. The southern city of
Montpellier soon followed by installing bee-

hives on the roofs of many high schools.
Though experts say it may not solve the
problem, Lille’s environmental services said
80 species of wild bees that had disappeared
from the area have returned since beginning
the program. 

Liquid gold
De Campeau sees his mission as two-

fold: take care of the health of his bees while
also producing what he calls “liquid gold” for
his company, “Le Miel de Paris” (Paris Honey).
Depending on the agreement he has with
building owners, either he sells the honey or
they use it. At the Monnaie de Paris, chef
Guy Savoy uses de Campeau’s honey in his
restaurant desserts. He sells his homemade
honey in 200ml bottles for 34.90 euros ($41).

As well as honey, de Campeau also makes
mead-an ancient alcoholic honey-based
drink-in oak barrels once used for wine or
sherry that are stored in a secret cellar 30
meters underground. 

For a man who spent his youth illegally
exploring the underground Catacombs of
Paris, de Campeau feels right at home.
“Stable temperature, high humidity, perfect
to prevent evaporation, and zero vibration,”
de Campeau said, adding that these factors
are essential for raising a blend “worthy of a
great vintage”. — AFP 

Paris’s urban rooftop hives hope to preserve honeybees

PARIS:  This file photograph shows French beekeeper Audric de Campeau as he
checks beehives set on the roof of the Monnaie de Paris in Paris, with Notre-
Dame Cathedral in the background. — AFP

MITROVICA, Kosovo: Kosovo’s Roma minority “are
not treated as humans,” laments Florim Masurica,
who is seeking justice for his disabled son, one of
the children suffering from suspected lead-poison-
ing contracted at post-war United Nations camps.
Kosovo’s pro-independence ethnic Albanian rebels
saw Roma people as guilty of cooperation with
Serbs during the 1998-1999 conflict-a gratuitous
accusation as Roma largely kept out of the fighting.

But some of them faced summary executions,
while others were forced to flee from their homes
that were looted and destroyed after the departure
of Serb forces from Kosovo following a NATO bomb-
ing campaign. That was the case in the Roma neigh-
borhood of Mahalla in Kosovo’s northern city of
Mitrovica. Around 600 of its inhabitants were given
shelter by the UN mission in Kosovo (UNMIK) in five
camps, initially meant as a temporary measure for
45 days, but they ended up staying six years.

Living near a heavy metals mining complex,
these displaced people were unaware that they
were breathing in air and trampling on soil con-
taminated with lead and other toxins, as scientific
tests have showed. In 2005, human rights groups
became concerned by the symptoms of Roma chil-
dren in the camps such as black gums, headaches,
learning difficulties, convulsions and high blood
pressure. UNMIK then evacuated the camps-but for
some of its residents this was too late.

Bajram Babajboks, 65, claims that there was no
single member of his family four daughters, seven
sons and 60 nieces and nephews-”who is not a vic-
tim of lead toxins”. “It’s the doctors who say it,” he
told AFP, showing the latest blood test results.

Lead contamination
In February 2006, a panel of experts appointed

by the UN-following complaints by 138 Roma-
came up with a 79-page report examining the
claims of poisoning. 

It cited tests conducted by the World Health
Organization in 2004, showing most children in
the most exposed camps had “above acceptable”
lead levels in their blood and that “more than 80
percent of soils  in the camps were ‘unsafe’
because of lead contamination”. An environmen-
tal medicine specialist, Klaus-Dietrich Runow, took

hair tests in the camps in 2005 with “the highest
ever seen (results) in the values of heavy metal in
human hair samples”.

The panel concluded that UNMIK had failed “to
comply with applicable human rights standards in
response to the adverse health condition caused
by lead contamination in the IDP camps and the
consequent harms suffered by the complainants”.
Piles of industrial waste still litter the ground where
the now-dismantled tents of the Zitkovac camp
once stood. Contaminated dust “covered the camp
as soon as the wind blew,” recalled Veli Jashari. “My
son was born disabled, with his legs paralyzed,”
said the 58-year-old, as his son Jetullah, seated in a
wheelchair, watched other children playing with a
small stray dog.

“I dream of standing on my feet someday. I want
to be like the others. I want to go to school,” said
Jetullah, now 16. Jashari said his second son, five-
year-old Sejdullah, was also paralyzed-although he
was born after the family left the camp. His father
suspects he inherited the lead-poisoning.

According to the WHO, children are “particularly vul-
nerable to the neurotoxic effects of lead, and even
relatively low levels of exposure can cause serious
and in some cases irreversible neurological dam-
age”. But no exhaustive survey of the camps’ victims
has been done-which, to the Roma community, is
additional evidence of discrimination.

Immoral response 
UN Secretary-General Antonio Guterres in May

this year expressed the organization’s “profound
regret for the suffering endured by all individuals”
living in the camps. As an “exceptional measure,” he
decided to set up a trust fund to implement assis-
tance projects for the Roma community. But Kujtim
Pacaku, a former Roma MP in Kosovo’s parliament,
said it was “immoral to make up for the mass abuse
only with money”. Like other Romas calling for jus-
tice, he wants the case investigated and accounta-
bility established before sending “a message to
everyone: you cannot treat people like that just
because they are Roma”. — AFP
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KOSOVO:  This file photo shows Jetullah Veliu, 16-years-old, sitting on a wheelchair along a
street in the Roma neighborhood in the town of Mitrovica. — AFP

MASSACHUSETTS: This file photo by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration shows an endangered North Atlantic right whale which is entangled in
heavy plastic fishing link (Green Line-C) off Cape Cod, Massachusetts. — AFP

MONTREAL: The Canadian government said
Thursday it would “bring all the resources neces-
sary” to protect the endangered North Atlantic
right whale, after 10 of the mammals died in the
Gulf of St Lawrence in the past two months. The
North Atlantic right whale, which is much larger
than a humpback or a gray whale, is one of the
most endangered whale species, with only about
500 of them left in the world. Most of the 10 car-
casses found in the last two months showed
signs of being tangled in fishing nets or cables.

Canada “will bring all the resources necessary
to bear to ensure that every possible measure is
in place” for both the protection and recovery of
the species, said Fisheries Minister Dominic

LeBlanc. In July, authorities banned fishing in sev-
eral parts of the Gulf of St Lawrence to protect
the whales. “We estimate maybe 80 to 100 right
whales currently in the Gulf of St Lawrence. That’s
two or three times higher than any other previ-
ous year,” LeBlanc told a press conference. “So the
phenomenon of seeing perhaps 200 or more
right whales in the Gulf of St Lawrence in an area
of high marine and shipping traffic, but also an
area of extensive commercial fishery, is new.” The
government is planning to increase the number
of surveillance flights checking on the whales,
and also to use acoustic equipment that would
detect them miles before they reach the shore,
allowing fishermen to be warned.—AFP 

Canadian govt will use all 
resources to protect whales

SEVERAC-LE-CHATEAU, France: Hundreds of
farmers, shepherds and politicians rallied in
Aveyron, southern France, on Saturday calling
for action to halt the slaughter of livestock by
packs of wolves. The demonstrators gathered
more than 3,000 sheep, about a hundred cat-
tle and a few horses in a field to represent the
number of animals killed by wolves in France
in recent months. “They tell us that 80 percent
of French are in favor of the wolf, but that’s

because these people don’t know the reality,”
said shepherd Melanie Brune.

Brune and other livestock breeders were
calling for government action to tackle the
problem. So far this year, wolves have killed
4,153 animals in France, according to an offi-
cial government tally. In 2016, the 10,234 ani-
mals were killed, up from 9,112 the previous
year. Wolves used to be common in France
before dying out in the early 1930s. — AFP
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